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 1.  Voicing,  Tone,  &  Nasality
1.1  Element  Theory  |A  I  U  H  L  ʔ|
 
	  
	  
|N+|:  consonant  or  vowel  nasality  
|L-‐|:  slack  vocal  cord,  consonant  voicing  
or  tone 
 
(Kaye  et  al.  1990;  Harris  1990) 
	  

	  
	  
|L|:  Head  –  voicing
|L|:  Non-‐head  –  nasality
 
(Nasukawa  1997,  Ploch  1999,  Kula  1999,  
2002,  Botma  2004) 
	  

Backley,  P.  (2011)  Element  Theory.  Edinburgh:  Edinburgh  University  Press.
Scheer,  T.  &  N.C.  Kula  (2018)  Government  Phonology  and  Element  Theory.  In  SJ  Hannahs  and  Anna  
Bosch  (eds.)  Routledge  Handbook  of  Phonological  Theory.  London:  Taylor  and  Francis  Group.  



Voicing  -‐  Nasality 


Direct  interac&ons  between  voicing  and  nasality  are  observed  in
      a)  Postnasal  voicing:  e.g.  Zoque:  min-‐ba
      
      b)  Prenasalised  stops:  e.g.  Tokyo-‐Northern  Tohoku  b  v.  mb  varia&on
      
      c)  Voicing-‐nasal  alterna&ons:  e.g.  Tukuya  complementary  distribu&on:
              bipi  v.  mĩpĩ

Both  represented  by  |L|


 



Intrinsic  connec&on  between  voicing  and  tone
a)  Tonogenesis  cases  –  Vietnamese  (Haudricourt  1954):  Tone  correlated  with  voiced      

ini&al  obstruents

b)  Correla&on  between  the  development  of  contras&ve  tones  and  the  loss  of  voicing  

in  obstruents

Both  represented  by  |L|

Tone  -‐  Voicing 



Voicing  -‐  Tone  -‐  Nasality  –  interac&on 

VoicingTone Nasality

L                                                                L L
Head?                                              Head                                                  non-‐Head

?

√	  	   √	  	  

Voicing  -‐  Nasality  –  segment-‐segment  interac&on

Voicing  -‐  Tone  –  tone-‐segment  interac&on

Nasality  -‐  Tone  –  blocked?



2.2  Element  Geometries

Kula  2002,  van  der  Hulst  1989,  2015:  Head-‐  dependency  rela&ons
(Clements  1985,  Clements  and  Hume  1995  –  Feature  Geometry)



Tone-‐voicing  interac&on
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(11) 
Tone tier     Hi 

 

     O   N   O    N   O   N   

      |    |    |    |    |    |  

     x   x   x   x   x   x  

 

        Lar   Res   Lar    Res   Lar  Res 

        Hi      Hi      Hi 

 

In the above representation the high tone on the tone tier is co-indexed with the 

high tone manifestations in each relevant segment of the word. The solid line 

from H on the tone tier to the initial nucleus indicates a lexical association 

showing that lexically the word has only one initial high tone which gets spread 

across a wider domain (indicated by the dashed lines). By virtue of this repre-

sentation we are thus able to account for the fact that each syllable is associated 

with a tone but the representation of tone on the tone tier retains only one lexi-

cal tone. Note though that in terms of prosody on the tone tier, each tone covers 

a domain until the following tone so that lexical tones on the tone tier must be 

thought of as being connected from one to the next, i.e. as having a wider pro-

sodic span also at this level. Let us now briefly consider how the various tonal 

phenomena discussed in Section 3 can be accounted for under this view. 

4.3.1. Tonal phenomena in multi-dimension 

In Section 3 we discussed a number of tonal processes that, it was argued, bene-

fit more from a segment-external representation of tone such as that offered 

here. For floating tones these would have no lexical associations but because a 

tone must be solidly associated to a TBU in order to spread across a domain, the 

floating tone must find a host to which it is associated with a solid line and is 

then subject to the same processes and constraints that lexical tones are. Since 

many floating tones are introduced by particular pieces of morphology their 

appearance coincides with particular morphemes. If we consider the examples in 

(4) (the relevant examples repeated here below for convenience in (12)) where 

the initial-vowel prefix has a floating tone, this tone attaches to -u- in -ku- as 

host and then gets associated to all following nuclei after the host, i.e. gets co-

indexed in the supra-laryngeal node of each target nucleus. 

 

 

 

 

Kula,  N.C.  (2012).  On  the  representa&on  of  tone  in  Element  Theory.  In  Eugeniusz  Cyran,  Henryk  Kardela  
&  Bogdan  Szymanek  (eds)  Sound  Structure  and  Sense.  Studies  in  memory  of  Edmund  Gussmann.  Lublin:  
Wydawnictwo  KUL,  353–370.  




2.  Depressing  facts  
  
Southern  Bantu  languages
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of a tone which is otherwise high when preceded by a voiced consonant. Voiced 

consonants with such an effect are referred to as depressor consonants because 

they depress the tone of the syllable in which they occur. Consider the following 

examples from Zulu, which has a two-way contrast of high and low tone in its 

tone system. High tone will be indicated by a rising accent and low tone by a 

falling accent. 

 

(2)  Zulu depressor consonants 

a.   ‘bag’ 

    ‘bags’ 

b.    ‘seat’ 

     ‘seats’ 

c.    ‘lesson’ 

     ‘lessons’ 

d.     ‘school’ 

      ‘schools’ 

  

In (2) the pairs of words in each case show that in the first word the tone of the 

second syllable is high when it is preceded by a voiceless sound but in the 

second word it is low when preceded by a ‘depressor’ consonant. These facts 

follow directly from element theory if we assume that depressor consonants 

somehow require their laryngeal specification to hold over the whole syllable or 

their minimal licensing domain of onset-nucleus. This implies that within the 

voicing specification of Zulu, voiceless sounds (as well as sonorants) are unspe-

cified for a laryngeal feature while depressor consonants are specified with |L|. 

Since this specification causes a clash with a high tone, changing it to low, we 

must conclude that voicing and tone are connected and can represent this by the 

same elements |L| and |H|. In this case the voice specification of the depressor |L| 

is interpreted as low tone on the adjacent vowel. Bradshaw (2003) also dis-

cusses consonant-tone interaction in Siswati showing various depressor effects 

including depressor induced high tone shift and high spread blocking by depres-

sor consonants, all supporting the idea that voice and low tone are compatible. 

Similarly in Kera: Pearce (2007, 2009) notes that diachronically there was a 

distributional pattern of the low and mid tones in Kera where syllables with the 

depressors {b d j g v z} never occurred with a high tone; syllables with the 

voiceless sounds {p t c k f s} never occurred with a low tone; while syllables 

with sonorants, implosives and glottals {m n  l r b d h } could occur with all 

three tones. This distribution again matches the correlation of voiced sounds and 

low tone as both consisting of |L| and voiceless sounds and high tone as consist-

ing of |H|. This analysis for Kera is further supported by the fact that synchroni-

HHHL  -‐>  HLHL

 

 
 

13 

Traill, A., Khumalo, J.S.M. and P. Fridjhon. 1987. Depressing facts about Zulu. African Studies 46: 255-274.  
Tucker, A.N. 1949. Sotho-Nguni orthography and tone-marking. Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African 

Studies 13 (1): 200-224. 
 
  

(1)
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2.1  Depression  in  Bantu  languages  –  voicing  and  nasality

-‐  Voiced  consonants  are  depressors  in  languages  such  as  Ikalanga,  Xhosa,  Siswa&,  and  Tsonga  
-‐  Nasals  are  never  depressors  in  the  these  languages
-‐  Prenasalised  consonants  are  depressors  in  Xhosa,  but  non-‐depressors  in  Ikalanga  and  Tsonga

Ikalanga Xhosa Siswa& Tsonga

DEP
(=  depressor)

Voiced  obstr. voiced  obstr.  &  clicks
Prenasalised  obstr.  &  click

Voiced  obstr.  &  clicks
ŋ  (historically  ŋg)

Voiced  stops

nonDEP
(=  non-‐depressor)

nasal
Prenasalised  obstr.

nasal nasal nasal
Prenasalised  obstr.
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• The “low class” in isiXhosa involves voiced aspirants and voiced stops, which could 
lower tones on their following vowels. The same effect was later found in isiZulu (Doke 
1926). 

• The term “depressor” was officially used more consistently since Lanham (1958), who 
describes a group of isiXhosa consonants as triggering “… a lowering effect on all except 
‘low level tones’ ” Lanham (1958:66).1 

• We will look at depressors from  five Bantu languages: Xitsonga, Ikalanga, isiZulu, 
isiXhosa, Siswati, all seen to have what we can loosely term as unmarked vs. marked 
depressors. 

• Of particular interest is the laryngeal status of the marked depressors, which are normally 
associated with a high rather than a low tone, and which can provide a window into PB 
correspondences. 

• Classic laryngeal feature proposals are also presented to complete the overview.  
 
3. Depressor types 
 

- Data is drawn mainly from grammars as cited below. 
- Unmarked depressors will refer to those consonants which are canonically understood 

and seen to act as depressors in almost all languages that have depressor effects - 
includes truly voiced and breathy depressors. 

- Marked depressors by contrast refer to less common cases, occuring in addition to the 
unmarked types - consist of voiceless unaspirated and aspirated depressors. 

- This distribution interestingly contrasts with PB reconstructions where voicless stops 
are the unmarked – Is this then a case supporting the presence of voiced stops in PB? 

 
3.1 Unmarked depressors 
 
The most common unmarked depressor is voicing, followed to a lesser extent by breathy 
sounds. Voiced stops, fricatives, affricates, clicks and their labialised or palatalised variants 
are recorded as depressors in all five languages. 
 
(4)-(5) gives the depressors of the five languages. Data are drawn from the following sources: 
Mathanwange (1996) for Ikalanga; McLaren (1936) and Lanham (1958) for isiXhosa; Rycroft 
(1976) and Lanham (1960) for SiSwati; Doke (1926), Lanham (1960), Rycroft & Ngcobo 
(1979) and Khumalo (1981) for isiZulu; and Baumbach (1987) and Lee (2009) for Xitsonga. 
 
  

                                                
1 However, as Rycroft (1980) points out, the earliest researcher that ever used the expression “depressed” was the bishop 
Colenso (1871:9), who found that “some words, though spelt alike, are distinguished in utterance by the voice being 
depressed on a certain syllable…Ex. beka, ‘put down’; béka, ‘look’ ”. But it remains unclear whether his use of the term is 
for “consonantally conditioned lowering of pitch” or just for low tone (Rycroft 1980:2).  



2.2  Depression  in  Bantu  languages  –  breathy  aspirates

-‐  Non-‐depressors  (e.g.  nasals,  liquids  and  glides)  become  depressors  whenever  they  are  breathy.  
-‐  Therefore  we  have…


Ikalanga Xhosa Tsonga	  

nonDEP
(=  non-‐depressor)

ph,  th,  ts,  tʃ,  hw,  
kw,  w
  

ŋ|,  ŋǁ,  ŋ! (m)b,  (n)d,  (ŋ)g,  m,  
n,  ɲ,  ŋ,  l,  r,  w,  j

DEP
(=  depressor)

pɦ,  tɦ,  tsɦ,  tʃɦ,  ɦ,  
kwɦ,  wɦ  

ŋɦ|,  ŋɦǁ,  ŋɦ! (m)b̤,	  (n)d̤,	  (ŋ)g̈,	  m̤,	  
n̤,	  ɲ̈,	  ŋ̈,	  bv̤,	  dz̤,	  
dʒ̈,	  l̤,	  r̤,	  w̤,	  ȷ	̈  



2.3  Depression  in  Bantu/Khoisan  –  voiceless  aspirates

-‐  Voiceless  aspirates  are  tradi&onally  associated  with  high  frequencies  and  are  non-‐depressors,  
      e.g.  Ikalanga  and  Xhosa  –  But  are  depressors  in  e.g.  Tsonga  and  Tsua.

-‐  There  are  controversies  in  phonology  and  phone&cs  as  to  whether  the  orthographical  [b,  d,  g]  
    are  voiced  depressors  (Bradshaw  1999;  2003)  or  voiceless  depressors  (Schachter  1976;  Traill,  
    Khumalo,  &  Fridjhon  1987;  Downing  &  Gick  2005)  or  breathy  depressors  (Rycrox  1980,  1981)  in  
    Siswa&  and  Zulu.  
      

Voiceless	  aspirates	  

nonDEP	   DEP	   In	  ques6on	  

Ikalanga	   Tsonga	   Siswa=	  

Xhosa	   Tsua	   Zulu	  

Ikalanga1	  



Representa&onal  issues

How  can  voiceless  aspirates  as  depressors  be  explained  in  element  theory?

What  is  the  element  representa&on  for  breathiness?
  
How  do  we  explain  the  asymmetry  between  nasality  and  voicing  in  rela&on  to  
low  tone?  (Is  there  one?!)

|L|  -‐  Nasality  or  Voicing  (or  Low  tone)

|H|  -‐  Aspira&on  or  Voiceless  (or  H  tone)



Depressor  data  summary
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languages are sonorants depressors. In all languages voicing is a trigger and for those languages 
where voicing is a trigger if they also have breathy sounds then those breathy sounds are also 
depressors. For voiceless aspirates and voiceless unaspirates there is a split (3 v. 4) of languages 
where either of these sounds act as depressors or not but in no language do both act as triggers. 
Voiced and breathy sounds are thus the most unmarked triggers while, at least based on the 
sample of languages, voiceless segments as depressor triggers are more marked whether they are 
aspirated or not. 
 
(8) Depressor patterns in the 7 languages 
  
 Depressors 
  
Languages 

Unmarked Marked Nasals 
voiced any 

breathy  
voiceless 
aspirates 

voiceless 
unaspirates 

nasals prenasals 

Ikalanga + NA + - - - 
Tsonga + + + - - - 
Zulu + + - + - - 
Xhosa + + - + - - 
Swati + NA - + - - 
Tsua + NA + - - NA 
Shanghainese + NA - + - NA 
 
3. Laryngeal settings of voiceless unaspirated depressors 
 
Descriptions of the state of the glottis in voiceless unaspirated depressors in both Bantu and 
Chinese Wu are rather diverse and studies on this issue have been conducted over a long period 
of time. A representative set of this type of depressor that has been frequently discussed in the 
literature is the group of “voiced” stops “b, d, g”. In this section, we aim to provide an overview 
of the development of how the state of the glottis for these stop depressors has been interpreted.  
 
3.1 Bantu languages 
 
Among the earliest studies on Zulu, Beach (1924:80, cited in Traill, Khumalo, & Fridjhon 1987, 
TKF hereafter) attributes depressors to the presence of voicing. This viewpoint was supported in 
later studies by Lanham (1958:74) on Xhosa and Ladefoged (1971:14) on Southern Bantu. The 
latter differs slightly in that according to Ladefoged’s analysis, the vocal cords are considered 
much more closely held together for the murmur sounds in Southern Bantu languages compared 
with Indo-Aryan languages, thus resulting in “more voice and less breath escaping”. He treats 
both the fully voiced “b” and the depressor “b” as having ordinary voicing, although he admits 
that the mode of vibration between the two is clearly different. Colenso (1871:7) considers 
voiceless depressors such as “b, d, g” as an aspirated version of “b, d, g”. He claims that a slight 
aspiration is heard after “b, d, g, p, t, k”. Each sound of “b, d, g, p, t, k” entails two types of 
consonants distinguished by aspiration – unaspirated and aspirated. For example, “bala” means ‘it 
is’ when “b” is unaspirated while the identical “bala” means ‘write’ when “b” is aspirated in Zulu. 
The unaspirated “b” is equivalent to the English “b”. Contrary to Colenso (1871), Doke (1923) 

Liu  &  Kula  (2018)  A  compara&ve  study  of  depression  in  Bantu,  Khoisan  and  Chinese  Wu  –  
laryngeal  seyngs  and  feature  specifica&ons.  Stellenbosch  Papers  in  Linguis=cs  54:  17-‐43.
Mathes,  T.,  K.  2015.  Consonant-‐tone  interac&on  in  the  Khoisan  language  Tsua.  PhD.  disserta&on,  
New  York  University.  


	  



Head-‐dependency  rela&ons

Botma  (2004),  Anderson  and  Ewen  (1987),  van  der  Hulst  (1989,  2015)

H  –  breathiness,  aspira&on,  voiceless

L  –  voicing,  nasalisa&on

ʔ  –  gloValiza&on,  ejec&on,  implosive,  creaky  voice



Head-‐dependency  at  3  levels

Liu,  X.  (2020)  An  Element  Geometry  Approach  To  Depressors  In  Bantu  &  Chinese.  PhD  thesis,  University  of  Essex

Liu  &  Kula  (2020)  Recursive  representa&ons  for  depressor  effects.  In  Kuniya  Nasukawa  (ed.)  Morpheme-‐internal  Recursion  
Structures  in  Phonology.  Berlin/NY:  Mouton  de  Gruyter,  143-‐180.  

Kula  &  Liu  (2016)  An  Element-‐geometry  account  of  depressor  effects  in  Bantu  languages  and  Chinese  Wu.  

SAMWOP-‐5  University  of  the  Free  State,  Bloemfontein



Laryngeal  node:  dependency  rela&ons



Recursive  head-‐dependency  (Liu  &  Kula  2020,  Liu  2020,  Kula  &  Liu  2016,  18)

geometries is the general tri-partition of Laryngeal (or Phonation), Manner and
Place (or Location), although the organisation of these three components and
their sub-structures may differ between approaches. An important aspect that
element geometries bring, and that we fully endorse, is the integration of ele-
ments and hierarchical structures in the phonetic interpretation of segments,
so that both the identity and the position of an element in a representation mat-
ters for its eventual phonetic output.

4 Multi-layered element geometry

The structure of the multi-layered recursive element geometry we propose is
given in (23) in a two-dimensional longitudinal representation, with the three
dimensional view in (24). The element geometry is designed to include struc-
tures at both the subsegmental level and the prosodic (tonal) tier. The latter
will be crucial in explaining the tone-melody interactions in depressor effects.
Assumed elemental characteristics are given on the right hand side and will be
further explained in the ensuing discussion.10

(23) Longitudinal section of the element geometry

Tonal tier • {H,L,ʔ}

z-axis: time, ONON...

x-axis: Core-Peripheral relation

LARYNGEAL:

Manner:

H: noise
L: sonorancy

L: voicing (Dominant tier)
L: nasal (Dominated tier)
H: Voicelessness (Dominant)
H: aspiration (Dominated)

A: coronal

A: pharyngeal/uvular
I: coronal
U: velar

Place - Primary:

Place - Secondary:

I: palatal
U: labial

ʔL: nasality
ʔH: affrication

ʔ: stopness

1ST LAYER

3RD LAYER

2ND LAYER

Dominant tier

Dominant tier Manner
{ʔ,H/L/}

Place (Secondary)
{A, I, U}

Place (Primary)
{A, I, U}

y-axis: Dominant-Dominated relation

H/L/ʔ

H/L/ʔ

H/L

O(nset)/N(uleus)

LARYNGEAL X-SLOTS

ROOT

10 At the moment spontaneous voicing is represented with L in Manner and is therefore al-
ways present in sonorants and vowels. Voiceless vowels would still have L but with an H in
LARYNGEAL.

Multi-layered recursive representations for depressors 161



Explana&ons


-‐  Two  structures  for  voiceless  aspirates  one  has  dependent  branching  L  (with  H  head)

-‐  Breathy  sounds  have  head  L  and  H  dependent

-‐  L  on  the  outermost  layer  of  the  Laryngeal  node  interacts  with  the  tonal  &er  

-‐  More  embedded  L  for  nasality  in  Manner  does  not  –  hence  nasals  are  never  depressors
  

Chen  (2015)  shows  that  depressor  aspirates  in  Shanghainese  have  a  breathy  period,  
realised  as  F0  lowering.  She  adopts  the  feature  [+slack]  for  Shanghainese  depressors  
(voiced  obstruents  ad    voiceless  aspirates).

Chen,  Z.M.  (2015).  Breathy  voice  and  low  tone.  Journal  of  Chinese  Linguis=cs  43  (1A):  
90–117.  



3.  Nasality  and  tone  –  enter  morphology
	  
	  
4  morpho-‐phonological  alterna&ons  between  nasality  and  low  tone	  

Grassfields  Bantu  languages  are  a  sister  branch  of  (Narrow)  Bantu  languages  -‐  both  are  
branches  of  Benue  Congo

Both  Grassfields  and  Narrow  Bantu  have  Noun  Classes

Grasssfields  Bantu  is  divided  into  WGB  and  EGB  



Data  -‐  WGB

(i)  Prefix  distribu&on  -‐  missing  nasal  prefixes
(ii)  Tone  between  prefixes  and  stems
(iii)  Tone  in  nominal  associa&ve  structures
(iv)  Tone  of  prefix-‐less  nouns  

Data  sources:  Series  of  papers  by  Hyman  and  colleagues  on  WGB.  Hyman  1979,  1980,  2005  Akumbu  &  Hyman  
2016,  Akumbu  2008,  



(i)  Grassfields  Bantu  nasal  prefixes

-‐  Noun  class  prefixes  are  (and  reconstructed  as)  low  toned  in  Narrow  Bantu  and  
classes  1,  3,  4,  6(a),  9,  and  10  have  nasals  (Meeussen  1967)



-‐  A  dichotomy  is  found  in  Grassfields  Bantu:  EGB  resembles  Narrow  Bantu



-‐  But  sub-‐groups  of  Western  Grassfields  have  High  tone  prefixes  and  lack  nasals  
except  sporadically  (Akumbu  &  Hyman  2016)    -‐  so  a  correla&on  between  H  toned  
prefixes  and  the  absence  of  nasals

Akumbu  &  Hyman  (2016)  Nasals  and  Low  Tone  in  Grassfields  Noun  Class  Prefixes.  UC  Berkeley
Phone=cs  and  Phonology  Lab  Report  (2016).
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NC sound patterns in Bantu: Co-occurrence restrictions, Evolutionary 
explanations and Licensing relations 

Nancy C. Kula 
University of Essex 
nckula@essex.ac.uk 

 
1. Introduction 
 
• This talk investigates a unique but well known sound pattern co-occurrence restriction in 

Bantu called Meinhof’s Law. 

• ML has been described both as a voicing dissimilation (Meinhof [40]) and nasal 
assimilation (Herbert [21], Katamba and Hyman [28]) process. 

• ML is akin in nature to Japanese Rendaku (Itô and Mester [25], Nasukawa [43, 44]) but 
differs from it as while there is no restriction on the adjacency of the segments involved in 
Rendaku some notion of adjacency is required in ML. 

• In its most general form, ML can be characterised as a process that disallows a sequence of 
two voiced obstruents within NC clusters, i.e. *NCvNC where both C’s are voiced. 

• It will be argued that ML is a process that is part of the evolution of nasals and NCs in 
proto-Bantu in the Bantu noun class system. 

• The restriction *voiced NCvNC itself, will be argued as explainable by licensing relations 
as defined by a phonological domain (Kula [35]). 

• Tangentially, the analysis linked to the diachronic development of nasals into Bantu 
languages on the one hand, and connected to restrictions on licensing relations within a 
domain, on the other, supports the representation of NCs in Bantu as sequences (Kula 
[33]).      

 
2. The diachronic development of nasals and voicing as innovation in Bantu 
- From a historical perspective nasals are considered to be an innovation in Bantu, with 

(Miehe [42]) arguing that they can only be reconstructed to pre-Proto-Bantu and pre-Proto-
Niger-Congo stage (to Proto-Grassfields Bantu and Proto-Gur). See also Hyman [22, 23]) 

- The nasal question in Bantu predominantly relates to the nasal classes in the noun class 
system: NCls 1, 3, 4, 6, 9 and 10 have nasals but the relevant classes to this talk are 9 and 
10 that have the prefix as (i)N rather than the more common (V)CV- 

   Table 1 
Meeussen,  A.E.  1967  Bantu  Lexical  Reconstruc&ons.

(2)



-‐  The  nasal  consonants  that  are  reconstructed  for  PB  are  typically  missing  in  the  prefixes  
of  WGB  in  nasal  classes  1,  3,  4,  6,  9,  and  10  (Meeussen  1967;  Hyman  1980)
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As analyzed by Hyman (2005: 318), “prefixal /H/ is realized mid on the surface—but not before 
it has been able to spread an H feature onto a following L tone stem.”  However, there is a 
minority of nouns, many beginning with a stem-initial NC cluster, which show a ML falling tone 
on their prefix:  
 
 (3) ə̄ǹtɔ̀in  ‘pot’ 

ə̄ǹjàm  ‘axe’ 
ə̄ŋ̀gɔ̀ʔ  ‘stone’ 

 
Additional evidence that WGB noun class prefixes show a sensitivity to nasality that is 
absent in Narrow Bantu is provided in Section 3 below. 

Even in Babanki (Central Ring) which has innovated to make all prefixes phonetically 
low, not all L tone prefixes act alike. As seen in (4a), the majority of L-L nouns become L-M 
when followed by a H tone. On the other hand, as seen in (4b), L-L nouns do not become L-M if 
a nasal is/or was present as part of a following stem-inital NC sequence. 

 
 (4) a. kə̀kɔ̄s kə́ tsɔ̂ŋ ‘slave of thief’  /kə́kòs kə́ tsòŋ/ 
  kə̀bvə̄ kə́ ndɔ̀ŋ ‘skin of potato’ /kə́bvə̀ kə́ ndòŋ/ 
  kə̀kyē lá kə̀mùʔ ‘just one basket’ /kə́kyè lá kə̀mùʔ/ 
 b. kə̀ndɔ̀ŋ kə́ tsɔ̂ŋ ‘neck of thief’  /kə̀ndòŋ kə́ tsòŋ/ 
  kə̀mbò kə́ wìʔ ‘bag of person’ /kə̀mbò kə́ wìʔ/ 
  kə̀mfɔ̀ŋ kə́ wìʔ ‘foolish person’ /kə̀mfòŋ kə́ wìʔ/ 
 
Based on their tonal behavior, Hyman (1979b: 168) reconstructs most noun class prefixes as *H 
in an earlier stage of Babanki,  except for the nouns such as in (4b), where the nasal caused them 
to be *L. As shown to the right, one can even set up an underlying /H/ vs. /L/ contrast on such 
prefixes, mirroring the history described in Hyman (2005). 
 

...in Babanki, … all noun prefixes are L. Even though this is true phonetically, one 
not only can reconstruct *H prefixes, but even defend an analysis where the 
appropriate L tone prefixes are underlyingly /H/” (pp. 338-339). 

 
The second point of divergence is that the nasal consonants that are reconstructed for PB 

are typically missing in the prefixes of WGB. Noun class prefixes are not only all L in PB but 
also have nasals in classes 1, 3, 4, 6(a), 9, and 10 (Meusseen 1967; Hyman 1980a). Table 1, 
extracted from Hyman (2014), presents a comparison of the reconstructions of noun class 
prefixes for PB (Meusseen 1967), Proto-EGB, and Proto-WGB (Hyman 1980a):  

 
Class  Proto-Bantu  Proto-EGB  Proto-WGB 

1 (sg.) *mʊ̀- *Ǹ- *ʊ̀(N)- 
3 (sg.) *mʊ̀- *Ǹ- *ʊ́- 
4 (pl.) *mɪ̀- --- *ɪ́- 
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6 (pl.) *mà- *mə̀- *á- 
9 (sg.) *Ǹ- *Ǹ- * ɪ̀(N)- 
10 (pl.) *Ǹ- *Ǹ- *ɪ́(N)- 
6a (-) *mà- *mə̀- *mə́- 

 Table 1. Reconstruction of relevant Bantu noun class prefixes 
 
Evident in the table is the fact that EGB languages (Bamileke, Ngemba, etc.) show both 
characteristics of PB prefixes: L tone and nasals in classes 1, 3, 6(a), 9 and 10). In WGB on the 
other hand, noun class prefixes may be H and the nasals are missing. For instance, in Ring and 
Momo sub-groups of WGB, noun class prefixes have H tone historically and the nasals are 
absent except in class 6a *mə́-.  

Drawing on data from Babanki and other Ring languages, we show that the relationship 
between nasals and L tone is not arbitrary. Perhaps the most striking situation is demonstrated by 
Babanki class 9/10 where approximately 3/4 of the noun roots begin with an NC as opposed to 
1/4 which begin with a simple consonant.1 Thus compare bʉ́ ‘dog’ and byí ‘goat’ with mbv! ́
‘chicken’ and mbwóŋ ‘maggot’. In addition to these differences, there are tonal alternations 
between class 9/10 singulars and plurals which interact with the presence vs. absence of the 
nasal. A full investigation of the relationship between nasals and L tone in WGB should address 
the following major questions: 

 
1) Is the nasal in WGB part of the prefix or part of the root, e.g. should Babanki kə̀ndɔ̀ŋ 

‘neck’ be analyzed as kə̀-ndɔ̀ŋ, kə̀n-dɔ̀ŋ, or kə̀-n-dɔ̀ŋ? 
2) Why is there a relationship between nasals and L tone in WGB? Is this due to a general 

phonetic lowering effect of nasals on tone or is there some other historical explanation? 
3) Why do tonal changes occur between singular and plural forms of nouns in class 9/10, 

e.g. dzɛ̀m ‘back’ vs. dzɛ́m-ꜜsə́ ‘backs’?   
 
We address these issues below and end with some speculations as to why nasals are associated 
with low tone, a relation that has not been commonly attested in the literature on depressor 
consonants in Africa or consonant types and tone in general. 
 
 
2 Status of the nasal 
 
To understand the intricate relationship between nasals and L tone in the noun class system of 
WGB languages, we begin by asking whether the nasal is part of the prefix or part of the root. 
Past research on Ring and Momo languages has found this question difficult to resolve (Hombert 

																																																													
1 The statistics are from a Filemaker	Pro™ database of 2,005 lexical entries based on Akumbu (2008). Out 
of 748 simple noun roots. 126 are in class 9/10 and, of these, 92 of them begin with NC, i.e. 73%. 

Hyman,  L.M.  (1980)  Reflec&ons  on  the  nasal  classes  in  Bantu.  Noun  classes  in  the  Grassfields
Bantu  borderland.  SCOPiL  8:  179-‐210.      

(3)



(ii)  Tone  between  WGB  prefixes  and  stems

• All  noun  classes  have  a  H-‐tone  prefix,  apart  from  Classes  1,  6a,  and  9  
which  have  nasals  and  are  L-‐tone.
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Nasals and Low Tone in Grassfields Noun Class Prefixes 
 

 Pius W. Akumbu & Larry M. Hyman 

 University of Buea* University of California, Berkeley 

(*Fulbright Scholar in Linguistics Department, Berkeley, during Sept. 2015- May 2016) 
 

Abstract 
 
As it is well known, noun class prefixes are low tone in Narrow Bantu and classes 1, 3, 4, 6(a), 9, 
and 10 have nasals (Meeussen 1967).  However, just outside Narrow Bantu, noun class prefixes 
are usually high tone and the nasals are typically missing. A dichotomy is found in Grassfields 
Bantu where Eastern Grassfields resembles Narrow Bantu but the Ring and Momo sub-groups of 
Western Grassfields have high tone prefixes and lack nasals except sporadically. Drawing on 
data from Babanki and other Ring languages, we show that this relationship is not accidental. In 
a number of contexts where we expect a high tone prefix, a stem-initial NC cluster requires that 
it rather be low. We provide some speculations in this paper as to why nasals should be 
associated with low tone, an issue that has not been fully addressed in the literature on consonant 
types and tone. 
 
 
1 Introduction 
 
Over the past four decades, the study of noun classes in Grassfields Bantu languages has 
uncovered a number of issues concerning the tones of noun prefixes. As seen in Table 1 (next 
page), Proto (Narrow) Bantu, henceforth PB, is reconstructed with L tone noun prefixes, several 
of which also have a nasal consonant. The same *L tone reconstructions work for Eastern 
Grassfields Bantu (EGB), but not for Western Grassfields Bantu (WGB). In these latter 
languages, noun classes other than 1, 6a, and 9 have a H prefix, as seen in Aghem and Isu (West 
Ring):  
 
(1) Aghem     Isu 
 é-bóʔ ‘bundle’  á-sáŋ  ‘corn’ 
 k!-́ghɔ́ ‘bone’   fə́-nyí  ‘matchet’ 
 t!-́dz!ḿ ‘backs’   í-bí  ‘kolanut’ 
 
In Kom (Central Ring) the historically *H prefixes are realized M: 
 
(2) ātâʔ  ‘snail’  /átàʔ/ 
 fēghâm  ‘mat’   /féghàm/  
 ə̄lóm  ‘husband’ /ə́lóm/ 
 
Evidence for the H tone prefixes is provided by the L tone stems which are HL on the surface. 

(4)



-‐  Hyman  (1979b:  168)  reconstructs  most  noun  class  prefixes  in  Babanki  (WGB)  as  *H  in  
an  earlier  stage  and  are  now  L  but  surface  as  LM  in  (a)

-‐  Prefixes  with  nasals  are  reconstructed  as  *L  but/and  surface  as  as  LL  in  (b)  -‐  note  they  
involve  NCs
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As analyzed by Hyman (2005: 318), “prefixal /H/ is realized mid on the surface—but not before 
it has been able to spread an H feature onto a following L tone stem.”  However, there is a 
minority of nouns, many beginning with a stem-initial NC cluster, which show a ML falling tone 
on their prefix:  
 
 (3) ə̄ǹtɔ̀in  ‘pot’ 

ə̄ǹjàm  ‘axe’ 
ə̄ŋ̀gɔ̀ʔ  ‘stone’ 

 
Additional evidence that WGB noun class prefixes show a sensitivity to nasality that is 
absent in Narrow Bantu is provided in Section 3 below. 

Even in Babanki (Central Ring) which has innovated to make all prefixes phonetically 
low, not all L tone prefixes act alike. As seen in (4a), the majority of L-L nouns become L-M 
when followed by a H tone. On the other hand, as seen in (4b), L-L nouns do not become L-M if 
a nasal is/or was present as part of a following stem-inital NC sequence. 

 
 (4) a. kə̀kɔ̄s kə́ tsɔ̂ŋ ‘slave of thief’  /kə́kòs kə́ tsòŋ/ 
  kə̀bvə̄ kə́ ndɔ̀ŋ ‘skin of potato’ /kə́bvə̀ kə́ ndòŋ/ 
  kə̀kyē lá kə̀mùʔ ‘just one basket’ /kə́kyè lá kə̀mùʔ/ 
 b. kə̀ndɔ̀ŋ kə́ tsɔ̂ŋ ‘neck of thief’  /kə̀ndòŋ kə́ tsòŋ/ 
  kə̀mbò kə́ wìʔ ‘bag of person’ /kə̀mbò kə́ wìʔ/ 
  kə̀mfɔ̀ŋ kə́ wìʔ ‘foolish person’ /kə̀mfòŋ kə́ wìʔ/ 
 
Based on their tonal behavior, Hyman (1979b: 168) reconstructs most noun class prefixes as *H 
in an earlier stage of Babanki,  except for the nouns such as in (4b), where the nasal caused them 
to be *L. As shown to the right, one can even set up an underlying /H/ vs. /L/ contrast on such 
prefixes, mirroring the history described in Hyman (2005). 
 

...in Babanki, … all noun prefixes are L. Even though this is true phonetically, one 
not only can reconstruct *H prefixes, but even defend an analysis where the 
appropriate L tone prefixes are underlyingly /H/” (pp. 338-339). 

 
The second point of divergence is that the nasal consonants that are reconstructed for PB 

are typically missing in the prefixes of WGB. Noun class prefixes are not only all L in PB but 
also have nasals in classes 1, 3, 4, 6(a), 9, and 10 (Meusseen 1967; Hyman 1980a). Table 1, 
extracted from Hyman (2014), presents a comparison of the reconstructions of noun class 
prefixes for PB (Meusseen 1967), Proto-EGB, and Proto-WGB (Hyman 1980a):  

 
Class  Proto-Bantu  Proto-EGB  Proto-WGB 

1 (sg.) *mʊ̀- *Ǹ- *ʊ̀(N)- 
3 (sg.) *mʊ̀- *Ǹ- *ʊ́- 
4 (pl.) *mɪ̀- --- *ɪ́- 

(5)



-‐  Could  the  nasal  be  part  of  the  prefix  in  Babanki?

-‐  i.e.  Babanki  kə-‐ndɔŋ  ‘neck’  be  analyzed  as:  
        kə-‐ndɔŋ,  kən-‐dɔŋ,  or  kə-‐n-‐dɔŋ 


    Probably  not:  Hombert  1976;  Hyman  1980a;  Möller  2012
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1976; Hyman 1980a; Möller 2012). There are several arguments against the nasal being a prefix. 
First, it is present in both singular and plural, as in the following Central Ring languages:  
 
(5) Babanki   Kom    Mmen   Gloss 

mbɔ̀ʔ/mbɔ̀ʔ-sə́  mbàʔ/mbàʔ-s! ́  mbàʔ/sé-mbàʔ  ‘cloud/clouds’  
mbv!/́mbv!-́sə́  ŋgv!̄/ŋgv!̄-s!̄   mbvə̄/sé-mbvə̄  ‘chicken/chickens’ 
 

If sV́ stands out clearly as the plural class (10) affix in these three languages then the remaining 
material must be part of the root. Hyman (1979a) illustrates a similar situation in Aghem: 
mbàʔ/t!-̀mbàʔ ‘cloud(s)’; mbvʉ́/t!-̀mbvʉ̀o ‘chicken(s) and states that  
 

It is clear from the morphology of the language that they are not considered to be 
prefixes by Aghem speakers today. Thus, the plural prefix of class 10 does not 
replace the nasal the way the plural prefix replaces the singular prefix in other classes 
(p. 3). 
 

 Secondly, N can have a prefix before it, which would exceptionally mean that certain 
nouns carry two prefixes:  
 
 (6) Babanki  Kom   Mmen   Gloss 

ə̀-ŋgɔ̀m   ī-ŋ̀gɔ̀m   ē-ŋgɔ̀m  ‘plantain’ 
c5-plantain  c5-plantain  c5-plantain 

 kə̀-mpf!ŋ̀  ā-ŋgêyn! ̀  ā-ŋgyɛ̄yn ‘owl’ 
 c7-owl   c7-owl   c7-owl 
 
It has been proposed that there might be ‘double prefixes’ on such nouns and Davis (1997: 6) 
and Hyman (1980b: 227) have suggested that these kinds of nouns once belonged to either class 
1 or 9 and were reclassified at some point, acquiring the prefix of the new class but retaining that 
of the old class. This proposal has not been substantially supported by any data as there is no 
evidence that most of these nouns such as ‘plantain’ were in class 1 or 9.  
 Thirdly, in Aghem and closely related languages with prefix deletion, the nasal never 
deletes: 
 
 (7) a.  f!-́ghâm ‘mat’  ghâm fáŋá ‘ my mat’ 

f!-́nw!ń  ‘bird’  nw!ń ꜜfáŋá ‘ my bird’ 
 b. ndzàm   ‘axe’  ndzàm  záŋá ‘my axe’ 
  mbɔ̀ŋ   ‘cow’  mbɔ̀ŋ záŋá ‘my cow’ 
 
The forms in (7a) show that the noun class prefix is deleted when a noun is followed by the 
possessive pronoun. In (7b) with NC stems, however, the nasal is found on the noun in isolation 
as well in the possessive construction demonstrating conclusively that the N is not a prefix. 

(6)



N  can  have  a  prefix  before  it:

Moller  (2012)  –  prefix  replacement  in  Mmen
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1976; Hyman 1980a; Möller 2012). There are several arguments against the nasal being a prefix. 
First, it is present in both singular and plural, as in the following Central Ring languages:  
 
(5) Babanki   Kom    Mmen   Gloss 

mbɔ̀ʔ/mbɔ̀ʔ-sə́  mbàʔ/mbàʔ-s! ́  mbàʔ/sé-mbàʔ  ‘cloud/clouds’  
mbv!/́mbv!-́sə́  ŋgv!̄/ŋgv!̄-s!̄   mbvə̄/sé-mbvə̄  ‘chicken/chickens’ 
 

If sV́ stands out clearly as the plural class (10) affix in these three languages then the remaining 
material must be part of the root. Hyman (1979a) illustrates a similar situation in Aghem: 
mbàʔ/t!-̀mbàʔ ‘cloud(s)’; mbvʉ́/t!-̀mbvʉ̀o ‘chicken(s) and states that  
 

It is clear from the morphology of the language that they are not considered to be 
prefixes by Aghem speakers today. Thus, the plural prefix of class 10 does not 
replace the nasal the way the plural prefix replaces the singular prefix in other classes 
(p. 3). 
 

 Secondly, N can have a prefix before it, which would exceptionally mean that certain 
nouns carry two prefixes:  
 
 (6) Babanki  Kom   Mmen   Gloss 

ə̀-ŋgɔ̀m   ī-ŋ̀gɔ̀m   ē-ŋgɔ̀m  ‘plantain’ 
c5-plantain  c5-plantain  c5-plantain 

 kə̀-mpf!ŋ̀  ā-ŋgêyn! ̀  ā-ŋgyɛ̄yn ‘owl’ 
 c7-owl   c7-owl   c7-owl 
 
It has been proposed that there might be ‘double prefixes’ on such nouns and Davis (1997: 6) 
and Hyman (1980b: 227) have suggested that these kinds of nouns once belonged to either class 
1 or 9 and were reclassified at some point, acquiring the prefix of the new class but retaining that 
of the old class. This proposal has not been substantially supported by any data as there is no 
evidence that most of these nouns such as ‘plantain’ were in class 1 or 9.  
 Thirdly, in Aghem and closely related languages with prefix deletion, the nasal never 
deletes: 
 
 (7) a.  f!-́ghâm ‘mat’  ghâm fáŋá ‘ my mat’ 

f!-́nw!ń  ‘bird’  nw!ń ꜜfáŋá ‘ my bird’ 
 b. ndzàm   ‘axe’  ndzàm  záŋá ‘my axe’ 
  mbɔ̀ŋ   ‘cow’  mbɔ̀ŋ záŋá ‘my cow’ 
 
The forms in (7a) show that the noun class prefix is deleted when a noun is followed by the 
possessive pronoun. In (7b) with NC stems, however, the nasal is found on the noun in isolation 
as well in the possessive construction demonstrating conclusively that the N is not a prefix. 
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If taken to be part of the root, two questions arise: 1) Why does the nasal occur only on 
noun and not verb roots? and 2) Why does it have a tonal effect only when stem-initial such that 
NC clusters that result from the addition of suffixes do not show such an effect (see (8) below). 
Reflecting on the first question leads us to think that the nasal might have been part of the prefix 
historically. At different stages in its evolution, it became part of the root as the data in (5) show 
and can even allow prefixes before it as in (6). As to the second question, it is possible that inital 
NC nouns have a floating L before them since the nasals used to be prefixes with L tone. The 
floating L then influences the behavior of the noun root tone as in (4b). On the other hand, NC 
clusters that result from the suffixation of verbal extensions allow both L and H tone spread 
across the N: 
 
(8) L tone verbs     H tone verbs 

bùmtə̀  ‘meet several people’    béntə́  ‘dance a little’ 
bv!k̀ə̀  ‘fail repeatedly’  fə́ŋkə́  ‘fall several times’ 
tùʔlə̀  ‘smash in many places’ télə́  ‘insult several people’ 

 
The data in (8) show that the extensions are toneless and receive tone from the verb root through 
spreading irrespective of the presence of a NC cluster. 

It is therefore more acceptable, at least synchronically, to consider that the nasal in NC 
initial clusters is part of the root. Möller (2012: 11) has analyzed it as part of the root in Mmen 
arguing in line with Hyman (1979a) that it is “...never replaced by other prefixes when assigning 
nouns to other classes for formation of plural or diminutive e.g. fē-ndɛ̄tà ‘small house’.” Babanki 
shows an identical pattern also employing prefix replacement for the formation of diminutives: 

 
(9) ə̀-kú  ‘forest’  fə̀-kú-tə̀  ‘small forest’ 
 ə̀-lyə̀ŋ  ‘bamboo’ fə̀-lyə̀ŋ-tə̀  ‘small bamboo’ 
 kə̀-shí  ‘place’  fə̀-shí-nə̀  ‘small place’ 
 kə̀-vú  ‘hand’   fə̀-vú-nə̀  ‘small hand’ 
 ŋgə̀ŋ   ‘house’  fə̀-ŋgə̀ŋ-tə̀   ‘small house’ 
 mbv! ́  ‘chicken’ fə̀-mbv!-́tə̀  ‘small chicken’ 
 

 Tunviken (2013: 25), following Casali (1995), analyzes the nasals in Moghamo as being 
part of the root syllable. He argues that “they have previously probably been prefixes but now 
have lost their syllabicity.” Anderson (2014: 7) recognizes that the nasals in Isu probably came 
from earlier class prefixes but treats them as part of the root.  

 
 

3 Nasal prefixes and L tone in Grassfields Bantu 
 

(7)

(8)



Blocked  H  spreading  before  NC  –  Kom  (WGB)
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We turn to the second important issue, that of the relationship between nasals and L tone in 
Western Grassfields. We know that nasals have a L tone effect on prefixes in WGB (Hombert 
1976; Asongwed and Hyman 1976; Hyman 1979b). Asongwed and Hyman (1976: 32) illustrate 
that prefixal tone is predictable in Ngamambo, a Momo language: CV prefixes have H tone, V 
prefixes have M tone, and nasal prefixes have L tone. In Kom the prefix is usually M, but if there 
is a following nasal, it typically goes to ML: 2   
 
 (10) ākú   ‘forest’  vs. āŋ̀kɛ́m  ‘crab’ 

āvə́f  ‘bone’ āǹfə́f ‘poverty’ 
 

In addition, the Kom prefix H tone is able to spread to the root vowel only if the root begins with 
a simple consonant:  
  
(11) a. fēghâm  ‘mat’          /fé-ghàm/ 

fēkáìn  ‘monkey’ /fé-kàìn/ 
ə̄fɔ́ìn  ‘chief’  /ə́-fɔ̀ìn/ 
ə̄nyám  ‘animal’ /ə́-nyám/ 

b. īŋ̀gɔ̀m   ‘plantain’ /í-ŋ̀gɔ̀m/ 
ə̄ǹtɔ̀in  ‘pot’  /ə́-ǹtɔ̀in/ 
ə̄ǹjàm  ‘axe’  /ə́-ǹjàm/ 
ə̄ŋ̀gɔ̀ʔ  ‘stone’  /ə́-ŋ̀gɔ̀ʔ/ 
 

The lowering effect of a nasal in the tonology is also seen in Babanki where a L tone 
before an NC cluster does not act the same way as a L tone before a simple C or N, as was seen 
in (4). In a number of contexts where one expects a H tone prefix, an initial NC stem requires 
that it rather be L. For example, the H tone of the N1 + N2 associative/possessive marker (AM) 
spreads onto the prefix of N2 in (12a), but not in (12b) where there is an NC. 

 
(12) a. kə̀shí kə́ kə́ꜜk!ḿ  ‘place of crabs’ /kə̀-shí kə́ kə̀-k!ḿ/ 

kə̀shí kə́ fə́nyìn˚  ‘place of bird’  /kə̀-shí kə́ fə̀-nyìn´/ 
kə̀shí kə́ tə́sɔ̀ʔ  ‘place of hats’  /kə̀-shí kə́ tə̀-sɔ̀ʔ/ 

b. kə̀shí kə́ kə̀mbòo  ‘place of bag’  /kə̀-shí kə́ kə̀-mbò ́/ 
kə̀shí kə́ fə̀nyì  ‘place of knife’ /kə̀-shí kə́ fə̀-nyì/ 
kə̀shí kə́ tə̀ŋgɔ̀m ‘place of plantains’ /kə̀-shí kə́ tə̀-ŋgòm/ 
 

Downstep on the root of ‘crab’ shows that the prefix retains the low which is delinked and causes 
downstep. L˚ indicates a final level L tone, which fails to fall before pause due to a following 
floating H. 

																																																													
2	Sometimes the phonetic L is not heard on certain nouns (Shultz 1997; Hyman 2005).	

(9)



(iii)  Nominal  associate  structures

          Babanki  H  spread  blocked  by  NCs  in  N-‐associa&ve-‐N2  structures  (NC  present)
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We turn to the second important issue, that of the relationship between nasals and L tone in 
Western Grassfields. We know that nasals have a L tone effect on prefixes in WGB (Hombert 
1976; Asongwed and Hyman 1976; Hyman 1979b). Asongwed and Hyman (1976: 32) illustrate 
that prefixal tone is predictable in Ngamambo, a Momo language: CV prefixes have H tone, V 
prefixes have M tone, and nasal prefixes have L tone. In Kom the prefix is usually M, but if there 
is a following nasal, it typically goes to ML: 2   
 
 (10) ākú   ‘forest’  vs. āŋ̀kɛ́m  ‘crab’ 

āvə́f  ‘bone’ āǹfə́f ‘poverty’ 
 

In addition, the Kom prefix H tone is able to spread to the root vowel only if the root begins with 
a simple consonant:  
  
(11) a. fēghâm  ‘mat’          /fé-ghàm/ 

fēkáìn  ‘monkey’ /fé-kàìn/ 
ə̄fɔ́ìn  ‘chief’  /ə́-fɔ̀ìn/ 
ə̄nyám  ‘animal’ /ə́-nyám/ 

b. īŋ̀gɔ̀m   ‘plantain’ /í-ŋ̀gɔ̀m/ 
ə̄ǹtɔ̀in  ‘pot’  /ə́-ǹtɔ̀in/ 
ə̄ǹjàm  ‘axe’  /ə́-ǹjàm/ 
ə̄ŋ̀gɔ̀ʔ  ‘stone’  /ə́-ŋ̀gɔ̀ʔ/ 
 

The lowering effect of a nasal in the tonology is also seen in Babanki where a L tone 
before an NC cluster does not act the same way as a L tone before a simple C or N, as was seen 
in (4). In a number of contexts where one expects a H tone prefix, an initial NC stem requires 
that it rather be L. For example, the H tone of the N1 + N2 associative/possessive marker (AM) 
spreads onto the prefix of N2 in (12a), but not in (12b) where there is an NC. 

 
(12) a. kə̀shí kə́ kə́ꜜk!ḿ  ‘place of crabs’ /kə̀-shí kə́ kə̀-k!ḿ/ 

kə̀shí kə́ fə́nyìn˚  ‘place of bird’  /kə̀-shí kə́ fə̀-nyìn´/ 
kə̀shí kə́ tə́sɔ̀ʔ  ‘place of hats’  /kə̀-shí kə́ tə̀-sɔ̀ʔ/ 

b. kə̀shí kə́ kə̀mbòo  ‘place of bag’  /kə̀-shí kə́ kə̀-mbò ́/ 
kə̀shí kə́ fə̀nyì  ‘place of knife’ /kə̀-shí kə́ fə̀-nyì/ 
kə̀shí kə́ tə̀ŋgɔ̀m ‘place of plantains’ /kə̀-shí kə́ tə̀-ŋgòm/ 
 

Downstep on the root of ‘crab’ shows that the prefix retains the low which is delinked and causes 
downstep. L˚ indicates a final level L tone, which fails to fall before pause due to a following 
floating H. 

																																																													
2	Sometimes the phonetic L is not heard on certain nouns (Shultz 1997; Hyman 2005).	

(10)



Downstep  applies  when  there’s  no  prefix  in  N2  for  NC  ini&al  stems  only
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Furthermore, where there is no prefix on N2, one of two things happens: The H tone of 
N2 roots that lacks a nasal is not affected, as in (13a), whereas the H tone of those that have a N 
is downstepped, as in (13b). 

 
(13) a. kə̀shí kə́ byí  ‘place of goat’  /byí/ 

 kə̀shí kə́ bʉ́   ‘place of dog’  /bʉ́/ 
b. kə̀shí kə́ mꜜbv! ́ ‘place of chicken’ /mbv!/́ 
 kə̀shí kə́ nꜜdzɔ́ŋ  ‘place of thorn’ /ndzóŋ/  
 kə̀shí kə́ mꜜpfí  ‘place of mother’ /mpfí/ 
 

The downstep on mꜜbv! ́ ‘chicken’ but not on byí ‘goat’ for example, suggests that there is a L 
tone preceding the nasal (which is non-syllabic, hence not a tone-bearing unit itself).  
 In addition, the nasal in class 6a mə̀- also blocks HTS from a preceding associative marker 
in Babanki:  
 
(14) a. kə̀shí kə́ fə́nyìn  ‘place of bird’   /kə̀-shí kə́ fə̀-nyín´/ 
  kə̀shí kə́ fə́dz!ŋ̀  ‘place of star’   /kə̀-shí kə́ fə̀-dz!ŋ̀/ 
 b. kə̀shí kə́ mə̀nyìn  ‘place of birds’  /kə̀-shí kə́ mə̀-nyín´/ 

kə̀shí kə́ mə̀dz!ŋ̀  ‘place of stars’  /kə̀-shí kə́ mə̀-dz!ŋ̀/ 
 

Since all N2 prefixes become L in the associative construction, it is either the nasality of /m/ that 
is responsible for blocking HTS or, more likely, that the prefix was orginally mə̀N-, where N 
stands for a homorganic nasal. 

Finally, as shown in (15) and elaborated in the next section, this mysterious relationship 
between the nasal and L tone is also manifested in noun class 10 where L roots become H in the 
plural if there is no NC, as in (15a). 

 
(15) a. zhù   zhúsə́  ‘snake(s)’ 

sh! ̀  sh!śə́  ‘hoe(s)’ 
b. ndzàm  ndzàmsə́ ‘axe(s) 

mbàŋ  mbàŋsə́ ‘sticks’  
 

Assuming that class 10 is marked by a H tone prefix, the NC-initial nouns in (15b) do not 
become H-H because the L tone effect of the nasal blocks the class 10 H from linking to the 
following root. While probably correct from an historical point of view, a synchronic alternative 
is that NC-initial nouns simply do not take a /H-/ prefix in class 10. 
 
 
4 Babanki class 9/10 tone  
 

(11)



The  nasal  in  class  6a                also  blocks  HTS  from  a  preceding  associa&ve  
marker  in  Babanki:
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Furthermore, where there is no prefix on N2, one of two things happens: The H tone of 
N2 roots that lacks a nasal is not affected, as in (13a), whereas the H tone of those that have a N 
is downstepped, as in (13b). 

 
(13) a. kə̀shí kə́ byí  ‘place of goat’  /byí/ 

 kə̀shí kə́ bʉ́   ‘place of dog’  /bʉ́/ 
b. kə̀shí kə́ mꜜbv! ́ ‘place of chicken’ /mbv!/́ 
 kə̀shí kə́ nꜜdzɔ́ŋ  ‘place of thorn’ /ndzóŋ/  
 kə̀shí kə́ mꜜpfí  ‘place of mother’ /mpfí/ 
 

The downstep on mꜜbv! ́ ‘chicken’ but not on byí ‘goat’ for example, suggests that there is a L 
tone preceding the nasal (which is non-syllabic, hence not a tone-bearing unit itself).  
 In addition, the nasal in class 6a mə̀- also blocks HTS from a preceding associative marker 
in Babanki:  
 
(14) a. kə̀shí kə́ fə́nyìn  ‘place of bird’   /kə̀-shí kə́ fə̀-nyín´/ 
  kə̀shí kə́ fə́dz!ŋ̀  ‘place of star’   /kə̀-shí kə́ fə̀-dz!ŋ̀/ 
 b. kə̀shí kə́ mə̀nyìn  ‘place of birds’  /kə̀-shí kə́ mə̀-nyín´/ 

kə̀shí kə́ mə̀dz!ŋ̀  ‘place of stars’  /kə̀-shí kə́ mə̀-dz!ŋ̀/ 
 

Since all N2 prefixes become L in the associative construction, it is either the nasality of /m/ that 
is responsible for blocking HTS or, more likely, that the prefix was orginally mə̀N-, where N 
stands for a homorganic nasal. 

Finally, as shown in (15) and elaborated in the next section, this mysterious relationship 
between the nasal and L tone is also manifested in noun class 10 where L roots become H in the 
plural if there is no NC, as in (15a). 

 
(15) a. zhù   zhúsə́  ‘snake(s)’ 

sh! ̀  sh!śə́  ‘hoe(s)’ 
b. ndzàm  ndzàmsə́ ‘axe(s) 

mbàŋ  mbàŋsə́ ‘sticks’  
 

Assuming that class 10 is marked by a H tone prefix, the NC-initial nouns in (15b) do not 
become H-H because the L tone effect of the nasal blocks the class 10 H from linking to the 
following root. While probably correct from an historical point of view, a synchronic alternative 
is that NC-initial nouns simply do not take a /H-/ prefix in class 10. 
 
 
4 Babanki class 9/10 tone  
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Furthermore, where there is no prefix on N2, one of two things happens: The H tone of 
N2 roots that lacks a nasal is not affected, as in (13a), whereas the H tone of those that have a N 
is downstepped, as in (13b). 

 
(13) a. kə̀shí kə́ byí  ‘place of goat’  /byí/ 

 kə̀shí kə́ bʉ́   ‘place of dog’  /bʉ́/ 
b. kə̀shí kə́ mꜜbv! ́ ‘place of chicken’ /mbv!/́ 
 kə̀shí kə́ nꜜdzɔ́ŋ  ‘place of thorn’ /ndzóŋ/  
 kə̀shí kə́ mꜜpfí  ‘place of mother’ /mpfí/ 
 

The downstep on mꜜbv! ́ ‘chicken’ but not on byí ‘goat’ for example, suggests that there is a L 
tone preceding the nasal (which is non-syllabic, hence not a tone-bearing unit itself).  
 In addition, the nasal in class 6a mə̀- also blocks HTS from a preceding associative marker 
in Babanki:  
 
(14) a. kə̀shí kə́ fə́nyìn  ‘place of bird’   /kə̀-shí kə́ fə̀-nyín´/ 
  kə̀shí kə́ fə́dz!ŋ̀  ‘place of star’   /kə̀-shí kə́ fə̀-dz!ŋ̀/ 
 b. kə̀shí kə́ mə̀nyìn  ‘place of birds’  /kə̀-shí kə́ mə̀-nyín´/ 

kə̀shí kə́ mə̀dz!ŋ̀  ‘place of stars’  /kə̀-shí kə́ mə̀-dz!ŋ̀/ 
 

Since all N2 prefixes become L in the associative construction, it is either the nasality of /m/ that 
is responsible for blocking HTS or, more likely, that the prefix was orginally mə̀N-, where N 
stands for a homorganic nasal. 

Finally, as shown in (15) and elaborated in the next section, this mysterious relationship 
between the nasal and L tone is also manifested in noun class 10 where L roots become H in the 
plural if there is no NC, as in (15a). 

 
(15) a. zhù   zhúsə́  ‘snake(s)’ 

sh! ̀  sh!śə́  ‘hoe(s)’ 
b. ndzàm  ndzàmsə́ ‘axe(s) 

mbàŋ  mbàŋsə́ ‘sticks’  
 

Assuming that class 10 is marked by a H tone prefix, the NC-initial nouns in (15b) do not 
become H-H because the L tone effect of the nasal blocks the class 10 H from linking to the 
following root. While probably correct from an historical point of view, a synchronic alternative 
is that NC-initial nouns simply do not take a /H-/ prefix in class 10. 
 
 
4 Babanki class 9/10 tone  
 

(12)



(iv)  Prefix-‐less  nouns  marked  by  H  are  L  with  NC  (Class  10  pl)
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Furthermore, where there is no prefix on N2, one of two things happens: The H tone of 
N2 roots that lacks a nasal is not affected, as in (13a), whereas the H tone of those that have a N 
is downstepped, as in (13b). 

 
(13) a. kə̀shí kə́ byí  ‘place of goat’  /byí/ 

 kə̀shí kə́ bʉ́   ‘place of dog’  /bʉ́/ 
b. kə̀shí kə́ mꜜbv! ́ ‘place of chicken’ /mbv!/́ 
 kə̀shí kə́ nꜜdzɔ́ŋ  ‘place of thorn’ /ndzóŋ/  
 kə̀shí kə́ mꜜpfí  ‘place of mother’ /mpfí/ 
 

The downstep on mꜜbv! ́ ‘chicken’ but not on byí ‘goat’ for example, suggests that there is a L 
tone preceding the nasal (which is non-syllabic, hence not a tone-bearing unit itself).  
 In addition, the nasal in class 6a mə̀- also blocks HTS from a preceding associative marker 
in Babanki:  
 
(14) a. kə̀shí kə́ fə́nyìn  ‘place of bird’   /kə̀-shí kə́ fə̀-nyín´/ 
  kə̀shí kə́ fə́dz!ŋ̀  ‘place of star’   /kə̀-shí kə́ fə̀-dz!ŋ̀/ 
 b. kə̀shí kə́ mə̀nyìn  ‘place of birds’  /kə̀-shí kə́ mə̀-nyín´/ 

kə̀shí kə́ mə̀dz!ŋ̀  ‘place of stars’  /kə̀-shí kə́ mə̀-dz!ŋ̀/ 
 

Since all N2 prefixes become L in the associative construction, it is either the nasality of /m/ that 
is responsible for blocking HTS or, more likely, that the prefix was orginally mə̀N-, where N 
stands for a homorganic nasal. 

Finally, as shown in (15) and elaborated in the next section, this mysterious relationship 
between the nasal and L tone is also manifested in noun class 10 where L roots become H in the 
plural if there is no NC, as in (15a). 

 
(15) a. zhù   zhúsə́  ‘snake(s)’ 

sh! ̀  sh!śə́  ‘hoe(s)’ 
b. ndzàm  ndzàmsə́ ‘axe(s) 

mbàŋ  mbàŋsə́ ‘sticks’  
 

Assuming that class 10 is marked by a H tone prefix, the NC-initial nouns in (15b) do not 
become H-H because the L tone effect of the nasal blocks the class 10 H from linking to the 
following root. While probably correct from an historical point of view, a synchronic alternative 
is that NC-initial nouns simply do not take a /H-/ prefix in class 10. 
 
 
4 Babanki class 9/10 tone  
 

(13)



-‐  Nasals  and  L  prefix  correla&on

Asongwed  and  Hyman  (1976:  32)  illustrate  that  prefixal  tone  is  predictable  
in  Ngamambo,  a  Momo  language  (WGB):
-‐  CV  prefixes  –      H  tone
-‐  V  prefixes  –    M  tone
-‐  Nasal  prefixes  –  L  tone  
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We turn to the second important issue, that of the relationship between nasals and L tone in 
Western Grassfields. We know that nasals have a L tone effect on prefixes in WGB (Hombert 
1976; Asongwed and Hyman 1976; Hyman 1979b). Asongwed and Hyman (1976: 32) illustrate 
that prefixal tone is predictable in Ngamambo, a Momo language: CV prefixes have H tone, V 
prefixes have M tone, and nasal prefixes have L tone. In Kom the prefix is usually M, but if there 
is a following nasal, it typically goes to ML: 2   
 
 (10) ākú   ‘forest’  vs. āŋ̀kɛ́m  ‘crab’ 

āvə́f  ‘bone’ āǹfə́f ‘poverty’ 
 

In addition, the Kom prefix H tone is able to spread to the root vowel only if the root begins with 
a simple consonant:  
  
(11) a. fēghâm  ‘mat’          /fé-ghàm/ 

fēkáìn  ‘monkey’ /fé-kàìn/ 
ə̄fɔ́ìn  ‘chief’  /ə́-fɔ̀ìn/ 
ə̄nyám  ‘animal’ /ə́-nyám/ 

b. īŋ̀gɔ̀m   ‘plantain’ /í-ŋ̀gɔ̀m/ 
ə̄ǹtɔ̀in  ‘pot’  /ə́-ǹtɔ̀in/ 
ə̄ǹjàm  ‘axe’  /ə́-ǹjàm/ 
ə̄ŋ̀gɔ̀ʔ  ‘stone’  /ə́-ŋ̀gɔ̀ʔ/ 
 

The lowering effect of a nasal in the tonology is also seen in Babanki where a L tone 
before an NC cluster does not act the same way as a L tone before a simple C or N, as was seen 
in (4). In a number of contexts where one expects a H tone prefix, an initial NC stem requires 
that it rather be L. For example, the H tone of the N1 + N2 associative/possessive marker (AM) 
spreads onto the prefix of N2 in (12a), but not in (12b) where there is an NC. 

 
(12) a. kə̀shí kə́ kə́ꜜk!ḿ  ‘place of crabs’ /kə̀-shí kə́ kə̀-k!ḿ/ 

kə̀shí kə́ fə́nyìn˚  ‘place of bird’  /kə̀-shí kə́ fə̀-nyìn´/ 
kə̀shí kə́ tə́sɔ̀ʔ  ‘place of hats’  /kə̀-shí kə́ tə̀-sɔ̀ʔ/ 

b. kə̀shí kə́ kə̀mbòo  ‘place of bag’  /kə̀-shí kə́ kə̀-mbò ́/ 
kə̀shí kə́ fə̀nyì  ‘place of knife’ /kə̀-shí kə́ fə̀-nyì/ 
kə̀shí kə́ tə̀ŋgɔ̀m ‘place of plantains’ /kə̀-shí kə́ tə̀-ŋgòm/ 
 

Downstep on the root of ‘crab’ shows that the prefix retains the low which is delinked and causes 
downstep. L˚ indicates a final level L tone, which fails to fall before pause due to a following 
floating H. 

																																																													
2	Sometimes the phonetic L is not heard on certain nouns (Shultz 1997; Hyman 2005).	

Kom  -‐  the  prefix  is  usually  M,  but  becomes  ML  with  nasals  (NCs)







(14)



Babanki  Class  10  nouns  with  simplex  nasal

H-‐toned  roots  have  a  downstep  regardless
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The tonal changes that occur between singular and plural forms of nouns in class 9/10 in Babanki 
can enhance the understanding of the relationship between nasals and L tone in WGB. The 
question to be answered is why tonal alternations occur between singular and plural forms in this 
class in particular? Class 9 nouns do not have a segmental class marker whereas class 10 nouns 
take the -sə́ suffix found in several other WGB languages of the Ring subgroup. First, observe 
the changes that /L/ nouns undergo: 
 
(16) bàm  ‘stiff hill’  bámꜜsə́  ‘stiff hills’  
 jɔ̀m  ‘dream’  jɔ́mꜜsə́  ‘dreams’ 
 dzàŋ  ‘palm nut’  dzáŋꜜsə́  ‘palm nuts’ 
 j!ŋ̀  ‘hunger’  j!ŋ́ꜜsə́   ‘hunger’ 
 dzɛ̀m  ‘back’    dzɛ́mꜜsə́ ‘backs’ 
 
The change from root L tone in class 9 to H tone in class 10 as well as downstep of the suffix H 
are clearly predictable from Proto-WGB. Class 9 was originally marked by a L tone prefix, while 
class 10 still shows the effects of an original H tone prefix. Synchronically, we can posit 
corresponding floating tones. As shown in (17), when the class 10 /H/ prefix associates to the /L/ 
root, the L delinks, conditioning the downstep on the suffix /-sə́/: 
  
(17) H tone grounding (HTG)  
   

  bám ꜜsə́       
 
    =                                                       

         H     L      H  
      
 A second set of L˚ (level L) tone roots also have H tone in class 10 but no downstep of 
the suffix H: 
 
(18) sh!̀o  ‘hoe’   sh!śə́   ‘hoes’  
 zhʉ̀o  ‘bee’   zhʉ́sə́   ‘bees’ 
 ɲìo  ‘machete’  ɲísə́   ‘machetes’ 
 kòo  ‘group of trees’ kósə́   ‘groups of trees’   
 zhùo  ‘snake’   zhúsə́   ‘snakes’ 
 
Historically these nouns were *H. Synchronically they can be analyzed as /L-H/ in class 9 and 
/H-H/ in class 10. The floating L- prefix then links, converting LH to L˚.  
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(19)  sh! ́    [sh!̀o]      
                                                          

                = 
          L    H    
     
The reason why other apparent L-H nouns with segmental prefixes such as àsáŋ ‘corn’ don’t 
become L-L˚ is either (i) they had a *H prefix and/or (ii) they have a floating L after them, which 
blocks L tone spreading in other Grassfields languages as well. Nothing need be said about the 
plurals since they would be H-H-H. Initial NC roots do not undergo these changes either. 
Synchronically this can be accounted for either by positing a Ø- allomorph in class 10 or by 
direct reference to the presence of the nasal.  
 
(20) mbàyn  ‘fence’   mbàynsə́  ‘fences’ 
 mfə̀m  ‘mold’   mfə̀msə́  ‘mold’ 
 ŋkwə̀ŋ  ‘hole’   ŋkwə̀ŋsə́  ‘holes’ 
 nts!ŋ̀  ‘guards’  nts!ŋ̀sə́  ‘guards’ 
 ntìʔ  ‘louse’   ntìʔsə́   ‘lice’ 
 

High tone roots, on their part, cause downstep of suffix H regardless of whether they 
have a NC cluster or not:  

 
(21) a. ch! ́  ‘fire place’  ch!́ꜜ sə́   ‘fire places’ 

byí  ‘goat’   byíꜜsə́  ‘goats’ 
bʉ́  ‘dog’   bʉ́ꜜsə́  ‘dogs’ 
gyégyé  ‘beard’   gyégyéꜜsə́ ‘beards’ 

b. ŋkám  ‘thousand’  ŋkámꜜsə́  ‘thousands’  
mbém  ‘loaf’   mbémꜜsə́  ‘loaves’ 

  ndzɔ́ŋ  ‘thorn’   ndzɔ́ŋꜜsə́  ‘thorns’   
  nts!ŋ́  ‘footstep’  nts!ŋ́ꜜsə́  ‘footsteps’ 
 
The downstep is directly due to the fact that class 10 H tone roots were *HL historically. This 
can be modeled synchronically as a linked H followed by a floating L which triggers downstep 
of -sə́:  
 
 (22) a.  ch! ́   ꜜsə́   . b.   ŋkám ꜜsə́ 

                                                          
 

                            HL    H                     HL    H  
   

Suffixa&on  in  Class  10  –  Possibly  problema&c  data

(15)

(16)



Data  summary

-‐  Low  tone  nasal  interac&on  in  prefixa&on  involves  NC-‐  ini&al  stems  in  WGB

-‐  Tonal  lowering  effects  seen  with  NC-‐  ini&al  stems  are  absent  with  simplex  C  and  
simplex  nasal


-‐  The  derived  NC  at  the  suffix  juncture,  is  not  subject  to  the  same  constraints

-‐  One  proposal  from  Hyman  is  to  consider  these  NCs  as  having  a  floa&ng  L  tone



Theore&cal  implica&ons  in  ET

-‐  The  fact  that  nasal  –  tone  interac&on  is  restricted  to  NC  clusters  allows  for  nasals  to  have  a  
terminal  |L|  (since  place  is  shared  with  the  following  C)


-‐  We  can  then  model  an  indirect/recursive  interac&on  between  nasality  and  tone  via  the  
laryngeal  node

-‐  The  model  thus  captures  that  it  is  only  in  NC  contexts  that  nasal  lowering  effects  apply

-‐  The  suffixal  context  data  suggest  that  a  morpheme  boundary  entails  a  different  
representa&on  of  lexical  simplex  N  and  a  following  C  (a  derived  environment)

-‐  This  overall  opens  up  the  possibility  for  parametric  varia&on  in  the  structure  of  nasals



Recursive  head-‐dependency  –  itera&ve  |L|  interac&on

geometries is the general tri-partition of Laryngeal (or Phonation), Manner and
Place (or Location), although the organisation of these three components and
their sub-structures may differ between approaches. An important aspect that
element geometries bring, and that we fully endorse, is the integration of ele-
ments and hierarchical structures in the phonetic interpretation of segments,
so that both the identity and the position of an element in a representation mat-
ters for its eventual phonetic output.

4 Multi-layered element geometry

The structure of the multi-layered recursive element geometry we propose is
given in (23) in a two-dimensional longitudinal representation, with the three
dimensional view in (24). The element geometry is designed to include struc-
tures at both the subsegmental level and the prosodic (tonal) tier. The latter
will be crucial in explaining the tone-melody interactions in depressor effects.
Assumed elemental characteristics are given on the right hand side and will be
further explained in the ensuing discussion.10

(23) Longitudinal section of the element geometry

Tonal tier • {H,L,ʔ}

z-axis: time, ONON...

x-axis: Core-Peripheral relation

LARYNGEAL:

Manner:

H: noise
L: sonorancy

L: voicing (Dominant tier)
L: nasal (Dominated tier)
H: Voicelessness (Dominant)
H: aspiration (Dominated)

A: coronal

A: pharyngeal/uvular
I: coronal
U: velar

Place - Primary:

Place - Secondary:

I: palatal
U: labial

ʔL: nasality
ʔH: affrication

ʔ: stopness

1ST LAYER

3RD LAYER

2ND LAYER

Dominant tier

Dominant tier Manner
{ʔ,H/L/}

Place (Secondary)
{A, I, U}

Place (Primary)
{A, I, U}

y-axis: Dominant-Dominated relation

H/L/ʔ

H/L/ʔ

H/L

O(nset)/N(uleus)

LARYNGEAL X-SLOTS

ROOT

10 At the moment spontaneous voicing is represented with L in Manner and is therefore al-
ways present in sonorants and vowels. Voiceless vowels would still have L but with an H in
LARYNGEAL.

Multi-layered recursive representations for depressors 161



Suppor&ng  arguments  for  Element  geometries

Liu  (2020:  174ff)  Chinese  Wu  dialects:
-‐  Plain  voiceless  and  voiceless  aspirated  ini&al  Cs  go  with  High  register
-‐  Voiced  and  breathy  voiced  ini&al  Cs  go  with  Low  register

Shanghainese  bisyllabic  tone  Sandhi:

(17)



Derived  Environment  effects  and  contras&ve  structures  u&lizing  different  dependency  
posi&ons:  Polish  palataliza&on  (Lubowicz  2002),  nasals  in  Puyo-‐Pongo  Quechua  (Botma  2004),  
Kinyamwezi  depalataliza&on  (Kula  2008)  

Kula  (2008)  Derived  Environment  Effects:  A  representa&onal  approach.
Lingua  118(9):  1328-‐43.


(18) Two  contras&ng  palatal  structures



Conclusions

-‐  There  is  a  three-‐way  contrast  for  |L|


-‐  Enriched  element  geometries  allow  Depressor  effects  to  be  accounted  for  –  
par&cularly  the  surprising  depressor  voiceless  aspirates



-‐  Consonant-‐Tone  interac&ons  are  captured  in  branching  dependency  of  the  
Laryngeal  node



-‐  Morphological  data  showing  Tone-‐Nasality  interac&on  are  restricted  to  NCs  
modeled  as  involving  intera&ve/recursive  applica&on  via  the  Laryngeal  node



-‐  Nasals  only  interact  with  the  tonal  &er  if  |L|  is  terminal  in  their  node  
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Consonant-‐induced  tonogenesis

-‐  The  most  commonly  accepted  theory  of  tonogenesis  is  a  consonant-‐induced  view.
-‐  Haudricourt  1954:  Haoni  Vietnamese  tone  development  (Ma&soff  1973,  1998  later  formalised  tonogenesis  as  a  consonant-‐
tone  compensatory  mechanism)  

Stage  I:  atonal,  beginning  of  C.E
pa pas>pah pax>paʔ
ba bas>bah bax>baʔ

Stage  II:  three  tones,  6th  century
Mid Falling Rising
pa pà pá
ba bà bá

Stage  III:  six  tones,  12th  century
Higher pa   pa͊ pá
Lower pà pã pa�

-‐  The  disappearance  of  final  consonants  triggers  compensatory    falling  
and  rising  tones.

-‐  The  merger  of  voiced  and  voiceless  syllable  ini&al  
consonants  triggers  compensatory  high  vs.  low  register.

-‐  Atonal;  three  types  of  word  endings:  i).  Open  vowel  or  nasals  ii).  Voiceless  
spirants,  reduced  to  h  in  pre-‐Vietnamese  iii).  Some  (undefined)  kind  of  stops  
"x",  reduced  to  a  gloVal  stop  in  pre-‐Vietnamese  &me  
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Apart from the above analyses, “slack voice” as in Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996) is also 
employed by Jessen and Roux (2002), and Chen and Downing (2011) to describe the glottal 
states of voiceless unaspirated depressors for both Bantu and Chinese Wu.  
 
Table (9) below summarises the above views on the state of the glottis in voiceless unaspirated 
depressors in Bantu and Chinese Wu. It is interesting to notice that research in Bantu and Chinese 
Wu has developed in parallel ways with initially fully voiced stops being considered as the only 
or main depressors followed by voiceless depressors. The details of the discussion have also been 
similar with the recognition of voiceless occlusion and aspiration release regarded as playing a 
role, followed by detailed studies of breathy or slack voice as also significant. (9) gives the 
phonetic features/states of the glottis assumed in the leftmost column with example languages in 
the rightmost column.  
 
(9) Summary of states of the glottis of voiceless stop depressors  

Events 
(Glottis state) 

Authors Descriptions Language(s) 

voiced 
(occlusion + 
release) 

Beach 1924 voicing Xhosa 
Lanham 1958 voicing Xhosa 
Ladefoged 1971 ordinary voicing, but recognised the diff vib 

configurations for voiced and breathy voiced stops 
Southern 
Bantu in 
general 

Rycroft 1976 low voiced Siswati 
Doke 1923 fully voiced Zulu 
Luo 1956 voiced Wu 

voiced 
(occlusion) + 
aspiration 
(release) 

Colenso 1871  “slight aspiration” heard after “b, d, g” 
(similar to Ladefoged 1971) 

Zulu 

Karlgren 1940 voiced occlusion + extremely weak [ɦ] at release Wu 
Cope 1966 “voiced fortis”, “heavy voice”, voice+fortisness, 

conceived maybe [breathiness]? 
Zulu 

voiceless + 
voiced 
(occlusion) 

Luo & Wang 1981, 
Yuan 1960; Wang 
1956; Qian 1992,  
Cao, Z.Y 2002 

voiceless in the first half, voiced in the second half Wu 

voiceless 
(occlusion) + 
aspiration 
(release) 

Doke 1926 voiceless not fully voiced; “voiced aspiration” Zulu 
Doke 1963 devoiced during the stops unless preceded by the 

homorganic nasals 
Zulu 

Lanham 1960  voiceless quality to the breaking of 
occlusion+immediate fortis release & strong voicing; 
diff from “voiced aspiration (murmur)” 

Xhosa, Zulu, 
Siswati, 
Ndebele 

Lanham 1969 both onset and release voiceless, voicing started ±10 
msec after the release 

Zulu 

breathiness  
(i. over the 
onset or whole 
syllable 
ii. the onset 
offset and the 
vowel onset) 

Tucker 1949 first one that used “breathy” for voiced “b, d, g” Sotho-Nguni 
in general 

Rycroft 1980 a prosodic depression feature with a breathy 
component on the vowel onset; voiceless with 
murmur release on the vowel onset  

Nguni in 
genereal 

Rycroft 1981 
 

clarified his 1980’s proposal - voiceless during 
occlusion with abreathy release on the vowel onset  

Swati 
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Maddieson 2003 breathiness, but not invariantly present for 
depression 

Swati 

Liu F. 1913 voiceless with voiced aspiration Wu 
Chao 1928, 1936 introduced ��D�“  for “voiceless with voiced 

aspiration”, environment-conditioned (≈Rycroft 
1980’s “breathy voice release“� 

Wu 

Ramsey 1987 “voiced aspirates”, breathiness across the whole 
syllable  

Shanghainese 

Cao 1982; Cao 
1987a&b; Cao & 
Maddieson 1992; Ren 
1988; Chen 2015 
Chen 2015 

breathiness on the following vowel onset 
 

Shanghainese 
Changyinsha, 
Wenzhou 
Ningbo 
 

slack voice 
 

Ladefoged & 
Maddieson 1996 
 
 
 

a slightly increase glottal aperture + a moderate 
increase in flow (not breathy, which has a 
considerable glottal aperture+increase in flow) 
But agree with Cao & Maddieson: voiceless + voiced 
breathiness following (phonation different at 
release), slack offset 

Shanghainese 

Jessen & Roux 2002 larynx lowering causes slack voice Xhosa 
Chen & Downing 
2011 

[slack voice], but Zulu and Shanghainese have 
different phonetic implementations 

Zulu, 
Shanghainese 

 
In conclusion, in this section we have demonstrated that a number of studies show that voicing is 
not the only type of depressor. Depressors are rather diverse involving voicing, breathiness, plain 
voicelessness and aspiration. Whereas the former two factors belong to common unmarked 
depressors; the latter two are rather unexpected in terms of their laryngeal configurations and the 
number of attested languages that contain these depressors. This wide range of depressor types 
raises many challenges for phonological feature analyses, which we will discuss next.  
 
4. Feature specifications for depressors 
 
The above phonetic discussions on types of depressors indicate that the traditional feature 
[+voice] is not sufficient to explain depression because depressors cover a range of consonants 
from voicing and breathiness to plain voicelessness and aspiration. Recognizing this, a number of 
proposals that aim to provide more adequate explanations have been offered in the literature. 
Below we examine some representative feature analyses proposed for Bantu, Khoisan and 
Chinese Wu.  
 
4.1 Bantu and Khoisan languages 
 
Nguni languages include voiced, voiceless unaspirated and breathy depressors. Khoisan 
languages, at least as shown in Tsua in Mathes (2015), include voiced and voiceless aspirated 
depressors. Our discussion starts from the classical assignment of laryngeal features, viz. 
Jakobson and Halle (1968) and Halle and Stevens (1971), which lay the foundation for later 
revised proposals specifically catering for voiceless unaspirated depressors. The features that are 
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In contrast to Chinese feature analyses in Bantu are more diverse owing to the variant presence of 
breathiness (e.g. Maddieson 2003; TKF 1987). In addition, analyses of Bantu are depressor-
induced oriented, resulting in a wide range of features proposed in line with the attested depressor 
type (e.g. Khumalo 1981:87; TKF 1987; Strazny 2003). Thus, although Bantu and Chinese Wu 
share the same type of voiceless unaspirated depressors, differences in the conceptualisation of 
the source of depression has resulted in differing analyses. 
 
(16) Features for depressors in Bantu and Chinese Wu 

Events (Feature 
specifications) 

Authors Descriptions Language(s) 

Classical 
laryngeal feature 
specification 
(general) 

Jakobson 1968 “b, d”: [voice, uncheck, 0tense] 
“g”: [voiced, unchecked, lax]  

Zulu 

Halle & Stevens 
1971 

breathy = [+slack, -stiff, +s.g, -c.g] in general 

an inherent [low 
tone] on 
depressors 

Lanham 1960 DEP = voiced consonants + inherent low tone Nguni  
Khumalo 1987 DEP = [depression] + low tone  Zulu 

[low voicing] Rycroft 1976 relaxed glottal tension, greater breath-flow, and 
relatively lower pitch 

Siswati 

[depression] Rycroft 1980 a prosodic feature comprised of “breathy” voice 
quality on the following vowel onset (or the whole 
vowel); a feature realisable over the syllable rather 
than a single segment 

Nguni in 
general (incl. 
Zulu, Swati, 
Xhosa) 

Traill, Khumalo & 
Fridjhon 1987 

Chen & Downing treat [depression]=[slack voice] Zulu 

Khumalo 1987 in line with TKF, [depression] Zulu 
Maddieson 2003 in line with TKF, [depression], breathiness but not 

a consistent concomitant for depression 
Swati 

[slack voice] 
[slack 
vocal.cords] 

Khumalo 1982 for all DEPs that are breathy voiced Zulu 
Ladefoged and 
Maddieson 1996 

 a slightly increase glottal aperture + a moderate 
increase in flow 

Shanghainese 

Jessen & Roux 
2003 

the same definition as in Ladefoged & Maddieson 
1996, triggered by larynx lowering, breathy 
optional 

Zulu, 
Shanghainese 

Chen & Downing 
2011 

[slack voice], but Zulu and Shanghainese have 
different phonetic implementations, due to their 
different tonal phonologies 

Zulu 
Shanghainese 

[breathiness] Cao & Maddieson 
1992 

breathiness on vowels 
 

Chaoyinsha, 
Shanghai, 
Wenzhou etc. 

Chen 2015 breathiness on vowels Shanghainese 
feature sets Strazny 2003 depressors: [lax. v.f]  

anti-depressors: [tense. v.f] 
Zulu vs.Musey 

[+slack] Mathes 2015 aspirated depressors Tsua 
 
Despite the difference between the two approaches to depressors in Chinese and Bantu, one 
commonality is that the phonological features used are in each case defined based on the varying 
articulatory phonetic details. A central characteristic is that all depressors have an element of 
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increase in flow 

Shanghainese 

Jessen & Roux 
2003 

the same definition as in Ladefoged & Maddieson 
1996, triggered by larynx lowering, breathy 
optional 

Zulu, 
Shanghainese 

Chen & Downing 
2011 

[slack voice], but Zulu and Shanghainese have 
different phonetic implementations, due to their 
different tonal phonologies 

Zulu 
Shanghainese 

[breathiness] Cao & Maddieson 
1992 

breathiness on vowels 
 

Chaoyinsha, 
Shanghai, 
Wenzhou etc. 

Chen 2015 breathiness on vowels Shanghainese 
feature sets Strazny 2003 depressors: [lax. v.f]  

anti-depressors: [tense. v.f] 
Zulu vs.Musey 

[+slack] Mathes 2015 aspirated depressors Tsua 
 
Despite the difference between the two approaches to depressors in Chinese and Bantu, one 
commonality is that the phonological features used are in each case defined based on the varying 
articulatory phonetic details. A central characteristic is that all depressors have an element of 




